INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to provide interpolation theorems for a general interpolation segment u = [(XI , YI), (X2 , Y,)], where all four spaces are arbitrary, rearrangement-invariant Banach function spaces. Two developments are necessary to proceed: (a) a general form of Calderon's weak interpolation theorem, and (b) spaces that play in the general context the same role as the Lorentz Lpq spaces. These ideas are developed in Sections 4 and 3, respectively; Section 5 combines these ideas in order to obtain some concrete interpolation theorems.
A Banach space X of real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions on a possibly infinite interval I = (0, I) is said to be a Banach function space over I if lg I < lfl a.e. andfEZ thengEXandllgI/ < Ilfll.
(1.1)
A Banach function space X is said to be rearrangement invariant if m{s / 1 g(s)1 > c} < + 00 for each E > 0 and g E X, and the following condition is satisfied:
if g E X and g' is any function on I equimeasurable with g, then g' E X and ]I g' 11 = jl g (I.
For spaces of this type we will write, in short, X is a rearrangementinvariant space.
Examples of rearrangement-invariant spaces include the Lebesgue LP spaces, the Lorentz (1, M, and LP spaces [6] , and Orlicz spaces.
Let X,, Yl, X2, Y, be two pairs of rearrangement-invariant spaces. If each linear operator which is a bounded operator from Xi to Yi , i = 1, 2, has a unique extension to a bounded operator from X to Y, then the pair (X, Y) is said to be strong intermediate for the interpolation segment 0 = [(X, , Yi), (X, , Y,)]. The pair (X, Y) is said to be weak intermediate for the interpolation segment 0 if each linear operator which is a weak-type (Xi , Yi) operator, i = 1,2, has a unique extension to a bounded operator from X to Y.
We do not aim at the maximal generality. One could replace in our theorems the interval 1 by any nonatomic u-finite measure space, and linear operators by quasilinear ones. See Calderon [3] .
In Section 2 we give properties of the fundamental function 4, of a rearrangement-invariant space X and relate weak-type operators to bounded operators of Lorentz (1 and M spaces (see Lorentz [6, Section 3.51) . Section 3 deals with the spaces (la(X) which are generalizations of the Lorentz Lpq spaces (see [2, 3, 7] , or [l 11). These may be regarded as a combination of an Lp space with Lebesgue measure and of an Lq space on (0, I) with measure dt/t. One obtains /l,(X) if one puts 01 = l/q and replaces L" by an arbitrary rearrangement-invariant space X. We show in Section 3 that /l,(X) is reflexive for all 0 < 01 < 1; in fact, the conjugate space, modulo renorming, is represented as another (1,(Y) space. In Section 4 we define Calderon's operator and prove its maximality as a weak-type (Xi , Yi) operator (Theorem 4.5). Theorem 4.7 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a pair (X, Y) to be weak intermediate for an interpolation segment. In [16] Zippin states Theorem 4.7 under the following conditions: L" is dense in all spaces X1 , X, , Yi , Y, , X, Y; the fundamental indices satisfy A, < _yx, ; and the fundamental functions of the spaces X1, X, , Y, , Ya have the property that for some 6 > 0, N > 0 and ~x,Wr, (t) G N * ~x,W&) if s 3 6t.
We do not require these conditions, but the idea of the proof is still essentially Calderon's [3] . We combine the results of Sections 3 and 4 in Section 5. Here the question of interpolation is in many cases reduced to calculable criteria in terms of the behavior of the function F(s, t) which appears for the first time in Lorentz-Shimogaki [8] . The function F is determined by the six fundamental functions of the spaces involved; no deeper properties of the spaces appear in these theorems. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 give necessary and sufficient conditions for the pairs (d(X), (1(Y)) and (M(X), M(Y)), respectively, to be weak intermediate for the interpolation segment u. A sufficient condition for (X, Y) to be weak intermediate (and hence strong intermediate) for 0 is given in Theorem 5.9, while a necessary condition for (X, Y) to be weak intermediate for u appears in Theorem 5.7. Theorem 5.6 is an interpolation theorem involving the spaces ClJX) which generalizes Calderon's result that (L pr, UT), 1 < r < CO, is weak intermediate
In the last section, 6, we compare the methods of Calderon with those of Lorentz-Shimogaki (quasiorder +) and Peetre [functionals K(t, f)]. If the interpolation segment is these methods yield the same intermediate spaces. Also we outline the proof that the spaces &(X) f orm a scale, in the sense of Krein and Petunin [5] , which connects /1(X) and MO(X), the norm closure of L" in M(X).
We will denote by X' the Banach function space consisting of all measurable functions g on I such that (l-3) is finite, and we denote by X* the conjugate space of X. We will need the following representation of the norm of X given by Lorentz and Luxemburg
[lo] :
This gives immediately that X" = X.
Suppose X is a rearrangement-invariant space and let f E X. Then, by definition, m{x (1 f (x)1 > E} is finite for E > 0. We denote by f *, the unique, right-continuous decreasing function on I which is equimeasurable with / f I. We then have that I/f* IIx = II f I& ; in fact, (1.5) We can now see that x' is a rearrangement-invariant space if X is.
For a function f, if f * exists, we define f**(t) = Jif*(s) ds/t.
We then write h <f if h**(t) <f**(t), 0 < t < 1. By (1.5), if h <f and f E X, then h E X and 11 h Ilx < I] f /Ix.
We denote by X1 + X, the sum of two rearrangement-invariant spaces equipped with the norm llf II x,+x, = &$fi II& + llfi IIXJ.
It is clear that Xi + X, becomes a rearrangement-invariant space with this norm.
The fundamental function & of a rearrangement-invariant space X is defined by 4x(t) = I! x(0,t) /Ix 0 < t < 6 where x(~,~J is the characteristic function of the interval (0, t).
The following proposition appears in the literature:
PROPOSITION.
1.1 Let X be a rearrangement-invariant space, then $x(t) ' 4x,(t) = t O<t<E;
(1.7)
(bx(t) is a continuous increasing function on (0, I); U.8)
For each E > 0, dx is absolutely continnous on [E, 1).
Moreover, there holds d$,(t)/dt < $x(t)/t, a.e.
(1.9)
X can be equivalently renormed, by 11 /lo , say, so that the resulting fundamental function is concave and sutis$es (1.10) 4x(t) < 4x&t> < 24x(t) 0 < t < 1.
Using averages, Semenov proves (1.7) in [ 131. Statement (1.8) is an immediate consequence of (1.7) and the definition of +x . Statement (1.9) is given in 1161; indeed, differentiating 4x(t) = t/4x(t), we can easily get d&(t)/dt < &(t)/t a.e., since +&t) increases. Statement (1.10) is given in [12] and a proof appears in [16] . An elementary proof is given in [15] . We note that if X is any of the spaces L*, A,!, , Ml-,,, , Dq, or LP(log+L)Q, then &(t) = tl/p.
Of fundamental importance for us are the two classes of rearrangement-invariant spaces given by X E % if for some 01 < 1 there is a pair of positive constants C and S such that (1.11)
X E 9 if for some /3 > 0, there is a pair of positive constants C and S such that (1.12) 3/x = in: log M(t, X)/log t = fiil log qt, X)/log t, where M(t, X> = SUP~&@)/~~( ) s , were introduced by Zippin [16] . We note that X E % is equivalent to yx < 1, while 0 < yx is equivalent to X E 9. The following is known about the fundamental indices of a rearrangement invariant space: 14) It is in the sense that yx < 1, that we say X is not "close" to L*.
C& AND WEAK (X, Y) OPERATORS
We assume throughout this section as well as the rest of the paper that X has a concave fundamental function & . This is no restriction by (1.10); the proofs would have to be modified slightly and constants would have to be introduced in certain inequalities. We first define extremal rearrangement-invariant spaces /l(X) and M(X) (see [12] ), and we show that weak (X, Y) operators are identical with bounded operators from cl(X) to M(Y) except in extreme cases of Y, i.e., when Y does not belong to the class %.
We define cl(X) to be the set of all I-measurable functions f such that f * exists and 11 f jjnlx) = Ji f *(s) d&(s) is finite. The rearrangement-invariant space M(X) is the set of all f such that f * exists and
is finite. /l(X) and M(X) are Lorentz (1 and M spaces, respectively, even in the case r$JO+) # 0. In [12] and [16] it is shown that
with continuous embeddings. Indeed, considering the covariant decomposition of positive decreasing simple functions and the covariantly additive property of the norm of cl(X), we get cl(X) is continuously contained in X by passing to the limitf * and using (1.2). We give more detail in the proof of the second containment of (2.1) since it does not appear in the literature. We make use of Holder's inequality for function spaces [lo] . Suppose f E X, then A linear operator T is said to be of weak type (X, Y) if T maps n(X) into the set of measurable functions on 1 and for some constant C satisfies for t E I.
Proof. Since +y(s) increases, dr,W = ,x4$,(t) G j; Wrb) ds.
In order to prove the right-hand side of (2.3), we use (1.11) since Y E a. We can assume 6 < 1 and let r = t/8. Then, since $y(t)/$Y(r) < 1 and s/r < 6. Proof. Sincef * decreases, the left-hand side of (2.4) follows from f*(t) = f*(t) j: ds/t < j:f*(s) dsjt = f**(t).
On the other hand, suppose Ilfl&Yt is finite, then there is a constant C such that (2.9)
Proof. Since X E dp, then X' E @. Applying Lemma 2.1 with Y = X' and setting c?(t) = Ji &(s)/s ds, we have
Now we set llfllx = maWllx~ sylf**(t)i(O% Using the continuous embedding (2.1) and (2.10), it is easy to see that llfllx G llfllx e c llfllx.
Also, it is clear that +x(t) = d(t), t E I.
(2.7) follows since d&t)/dt = &(t)/t decreases. Since td$(t)/dt = &(t), statement (2.8) follows. (2.9) is a combination of (2.7) and the equivalent renorming. THEOREM 2.5. Assume Y E @. A necessary and suficient condition for an operator to be of weak type (X, Y) is that T is a continuous operator from A(X) into the space A of measurable functions and for some constant C satisjies (2.11) for each measurable E C I.
Proof.
The necessity of (2.11) is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, suppose that f, t f *, where cfn> is a sequence of positive decreasing simple functions. But then f, converges to f * in n(X), so Tfn con-verges to Tf * in measure on subsets of I of finite measure. This implies (TfJ* converges pointwise to (Tf *)*. By the properties (1.1) and (1.2) of a Banach function space, it suffices to prove the theorem for f a positive decreasing simple function, say f(t) = Cyz"=, u~x(,,~,)(~), where each at > 0. Applying Theorem 2.2, statement (2.1 l), and the covariantly additive property of the norm of n(X), we obtain
We introduce the spaces /l,(X) and show that they possess many of the properties that characterize the Lorentz Lpq spaces. We begin with
Hardy's inequalities (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6), proceed to embedding and norm properties (Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4), and then conclude with duality results (Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.11). We assume throughout this section that X E 9 A %!. The space n,(X), 0 < 01 < 1, is the set of all I-measurable functions f such that f * exists and is finite. The spaces .4=(X) appear in [7] where spaces called rl#,ilar are considered with norm If one replacesf ** in n,(X) byf *, which leads to an equivalent norm as we show below, and assumes, that &(t)lla/t decreases, then one is dealing with a n$,r,= space.
It is clear that (l%(X) is a rearrangement-invariant
space for each X and 0 < CY < 1. Suppose that X is equivalently renormed and is denoted by X. By (3.1) it is easy to see that n,(X) = n,(X) with equivalent norms.
From the following lemma emerge the embedding results mentioned above. The left inequality holds since f*(t) 6 f**(t). For the right inequality we can first assume that there exist numbers 0 < a < b < I such thatf * is constant on (0, a) and zero on (b, I) by the monotone convergence theorem. By Proposition 1.2, X' E 5? since X E %!. Applying Theorem 2.4, we denote by Y the space X' equivalently renormed and satisfying (2.7)-(2.9). If we let F(t) = Jt f*(s) ds, then
since Y satisfies (2.9). By (1.12) we have $x(O+) = 0 since X E L?. We apply integration by parts to the last integral in (3.3). Since
by the inequality t * $r(t)-l < const &(t) and Holder's inequality.
If we can show that the first factor is finite, then we will be done since we can divide (3.4) by that factor and get the desired inequality. Since
is finite. We only need to check the two tails of the integral for finiteness. Sincef**(t) = F(b)/t for t E (b, Z) we obtain
Since X E 64, we denote by X the space X which is renormed according to Theorem 2.4. But f**(t) = f *(a) for t E (0, a), so we have From the definitions given for the extremal spaces A and M and from (2.1) we see that we need to show &x(t) G Al,(x)(t) d const dx(l) tEI, (3.5) since then A(A,(X)) = A(X) and M(A,(X)) = M(X) with equivalent norms. For the left-hand inequality notice c+,(t) = CP by (1.9) and the fact &(O+) = 0. Now we denote by X the space X equivalently renormed with properties of Theorem 2.4. By Lemma 3.1 and (2.9) we obtain (bLl,cx,(t> = II X(o,t) IIn, G const II X(0.t) Il2,JX) = const +x(t) < const +x(t). Ilflln,cx, = A -. PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose 0 < 01 < /3 < y < 1, then for each f E A,(X) we have Proof. This result follows from Corollary 3.3 and the logarithmically convex property of the norm of IP spaces.
Remark 3.5. After a few preparatory lemmas we will be in a position to prove our duality result. The proof given here is very similar to that given by Oaklander [ll] for Lpq spaces. is that 11 fXE jlz converges to zero as mE goes to zero for each f in 2. 
CALDER~N'S THEOREM
We begin by stating a theorem due to Calderon [3] . Our aim is to extend this theorem to a function-space setting without the restrictions of Zippin which were outlined in Section 1. This is our Theorem 4.7.
Let u be the closed line segment in the unit square connecting the points (a1 , h) and (a2 , j3a), where a1 # as and /3i # /?, . holds. This gives us a minimal separation of the first coordinate of the interpolation segment o; indeed, if I < co, then at least one of the spaces Ll(X,) is not equal to L".
We now define Calder6n's operator S(o) for the general situation (see [16] ). Define The decomposition result which follows is crucial for the proof of our generalization of Calderon's theorem. Remark 4.8. In [3] and [16] no attempt was made to find the best constant C such that where maxi=1,2 11 2' I)w(,r,r,) < 1, andf E X. Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.2 do not give us the best constant C, but they do yield
In the classical case u = [(LPI, P), (P, P)] we get that where l/p = e/p, + (1 -e)/p, and l/q = e/p, + (1 -e>/qp .
We now interpret Theorem 4.7 into the language of strong interpolation theorems. We are done by Theorem 4.7. 
COMPARISON TO OTHER INTERPOLATION METHODS
We compare the methods of Calderon with those of LorentzShimogaki and Peetre for the interpolation segment 5 = rm-G)~ M*(yl)), P&G), Jf*(Ydl.
In both cases the methods are shown to be equivalent up to constants.
For a rearrangement-invariant space X we show that {A,(X)},+~, forms a scale in the sense of [5] . We then compare the theorems following from this fact to those obtained in Section 5. We define 99'(u) to be the class of all pairs (X, Y) which satisfy the condition: There is a constant C such that gffwithrespecttoaimpliesjjg/ly< C/ifilx.
The elementary proof of the following result also works for the spaces M*, so we extend the definition of f to quasilinear spaces. The following lemma was essentially stated without proof in the introduction of [8] . Proof. Since rl(X,) and cl(X,) are rearrangement invariant, we have K(t,f *) = K(t,f), so we may assume f is positive and decreasing. We prove that W,f) = f $f=fcllfI IIdXJ + t llh ll4xJ For some constant C, we need 11 g IJy < C jlfjlx . But #ri is concave, so W) * h-$(t) d 4&P)-H ence by the inequality of Calderbn, (6.4), and Lemma 6.8 we have = 2~(fJ>Lfl(t)- (6.5) But S(o) is a bounded operator from X to Y, so II g IIY G 2 II S(a)ll llfllxNow we outline the definition and a few of the properties of the theory of scales of Banach spaces [5] . A family of Banach spaces Xa(O ,< 01 < 1) with norms IlfllG(f E XJ is called a scale if X, is densely embedded in X, when /? > 01 and \jf\j, < C(CZ, p) jjfl[s. (6.6) if 0 < 01 < fl < y < 1 there is a finite constant C(o1, j?, y) such that llflls < q% is, 7) llflP)'('-") IIfll?-a)'(y-ar) for all fE Xy . (6.7)
By Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 it is not hard to see that kL(wo~cx~l forms a scale, where 11,(X) is set equal to MO(X). In fact, for this scale 2% lb% = Ilfll, * ((39 Hence the scale {A4X>)o~mGl is continuous in the terminology of [5] . This scale can also be equivalently renormed so that C(ol, 8, y) < 1 and C(a, /3) < ee. By Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.11 we can see that the dual family {fl,(X)*-}OGaG1 forms a scale where (la(X)*-is the closure of L1 n L" in (la(X)*. Hence the scale {fl,(X)},,.,,.,r forms what is called a regular scale.
We define the rearrangement-invariant space F,(X) as the closure of the set of all f such that llfllF,cx, = SUP QfO QEAW') in the I/ lIF,cx, norm topology in MO(X). This construction is called the "minimal scale" in [5] . Theorem (4.2) of [5] gives that /IQ(X) is continuously embedded in F,(X) for each 01. Also we have the following: Theorem (8.8) of [5] gives that F,(X) is continuously embedded in d,(X) for 0 < 01 < /3 < 1. This together with Proposition 6.10 gives Remark 6.13. Notice that Calderon's theorem involving Lpq spaces (and hence our Theorem 5.6) gives the Stein-Weiss theorem by the embedding of the LP spaces between Lp* spaces. Theorem 6.12, however, only gives the Stein-Weiss theorem "off the diagonal," i.e., for u = [(LPI, LPI), (~9, LQz)], where either p, # q1 or p, # qz . In this sense we get better results than Krein and Petunin for our scales PL(-V},G~~ . On the other hand, Proposition 6.10 gives an interpolation result which we do not consider.
